Macromolecular transport between the cell nucleus and cytoplasm is gated by the nuclear pore complex (NPC). The NPC is a 65–125 MDa ring structure that spans the nuclear envelope and has 30 distinct proteins or nucleoporins (nups) in multiple copies totaling about 400–500 nups per NPC. Based on hydrophobicity and size, it gates nucleocytoplasmic traffic of macromolecules greater than 30 kDa or about 3 nm in diameter, including most nuclear proteins and ribonucleoproteins. Those shuttling cargos expose transport signals (i.e. short AA sequences) that are selectively captured by shuttling karyopherins (kaps). To gain passage across the NPC, this, the kaps continuously permeate the NPC gate by interacting with so-called FG nups thereby escorting molecules of different shapes and sizes across the barrier.

Approximately one third of nups (about 150) in the NPC feature phenylalanine–glycine repeats in intrinsically disordered domains (FG nups) that operate to form the NPC permeability barrier, whereas the other nups are forming the NPC scaffold. These line the periphery and the interior of the NPC transport conduit, exposing thousands of FG repeats that serve as ligands for kaps for chaperoning cargoes through the NPC pore. The arrangement of disordered FG nups within the NPC (the barrier architecture) and the mechanism(s) by which kaps permeate the barrier are unresolved.

All current models of NPC structure and function propose that interactions between kaps and nup FG repeats govern the translocation process, and that the energetics of binding are coupled to translocation since chemical energy is not consumed. Two of the models further suggest that hydrophobic interactions between FG nups themselves are key element in the gating mechanism. Hence, it is of key interest to quantify the interaction forces between nup FG repeats, and how they compare to the binding forces between kap and nup FG repeats.

We thus directly probed the force of interaction and the molecular dissociation rate between nup FG repeats and between kap and FG repeats using molecular recognition force spectroscopy (MRFS). MRFS measures intermolecular interaction forces between single molecules. It was previously used to characterize FG motif binding sites on importin (a particular kap) and their modulation by Ran-induced conformational changes by which transport direction, cargo release, and recycling of kaps are regulated. Also, by studying the interaction of importin with Ran, 1) alternative conformational states in the complex were observed, and 2) the translocation process is induced conformational changes by which transport direction, cargo release, and recycling of kaps are regulated. Also, by studying the interaction of importin with Ran, 1) alternative conformational states in the complex were observed.
2) different modes of protein activation were discriminated, and 3) the interaction energy landscape roughness was determined. Last, an exploration of the nanomechanical properties of nup FG domains by MRFS led to the hypothesis that importins reversibly collapse FG domains into compact structures (thereby opening space through the permeability barrier) by capturing multiple FG repeats simultaneously.

Within this study we performed MRFS experiments (Figure 2) to measure interaction forces, stoichiometry, and molecular dissociation rates between nup FG repeats; and between importin and two distinct categories of FG domains: collapsed coils featuring a low content of charged AAs, GLFG repeats, and a “cohesive” nature (they stick to each other); and relaxed-to-extended coils featuring FxFG repeats, a high content of charged AAs, and a “repulsive” nature (they repel all FG domains). Portions of \( S.\text{cerevisiae} \) Nup116 and Nsp1 FG domains, and human importin beta, were used as representatives. The Nup116 FG domain (AA 348-458) is a 110 AA collapsed coil (see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information), adopts about 4 nm diameter globular structures with a high content of charged AAs, and features ten FG motifs. The Nsp1 FG domain (AA 377-471) is a 95 AA relaxed coil (Figure S1) with multiple unbinding events and a broad force distribution. GLFG Nup116 interactions showed two unbinding events: double-force events (right) and single-force events (not included). B) Pdf analysis of MRFS measurements from nup-nup and importin-nup interactions. Interactions involving FG domains with zero, one, and two GLFG repeats showed zero, one, and two force maxima, respectively (left panel). Loading rate dependencies of the first force peak (right panel) yielding the kinetic off-rates and the distances of energy minimum (bound state) to maximum (unbound state) in the energy landscape (Table 1, Figure S5). C) Pdf analysis of MRFS measurements from importin-nup interactions. Importin on the tip and 5-FxFG Nsp1 (left) or 10-FG Nup116 (center) on mica. Importin/5-FxFG Nsp1 complexes produced single-, double-, and triple-force unbinding events (arrows), whereas importin/10-FG Nup116 showed only single unbinding events. Homophilic 10-FG Nup116 interactions (right) showed multiple unbinding events and a broad force distribution.

**Figure 2.** Diagram of the MRFS experimental approach. A single nup or importin molecule was immobilized at the apex of an AFM tip using a flexible 6 nm long linker (Figure S2). FG domains were immobilized on flat mica surfaces (average distance of about 25 nm) using the same coupling chemistry.

**Figure 3.** MRFS analysis of nup–nup and importin–nup interactions. A) MRFS analysis of homophilic Nup116 interactions and importin/Nup116 interactions. Homophilic 0-FG Nup116 interactions and importin/0-FG Nup116 interactions (left) showed negligible binding. Homophilic 1-GLFG Nup116 interactions and importin/1-GLFG Nup116 interactions (center) showed a single unbinding event (black bracket). Homophilic 2-GLFG Nup116 interactions and importin/2-GLFG Nup116 interactions showed two unbinding events: double-force events (right) and single-force events (not included). B) Pdf analysis of MRFS measurements from nup–nup and importin–nup interactions. Interactions involving FG domains with zero, one, and two GLFG repeats showed zero, one, and two force maxima, respectively (left panel). Loading rate dependencies of the first force peak (right panel) yielding the kinetic off-rates and the distances of energy minimum (bound state) to maximum (unbound state) in the energy landscape (Table 1, Figure S5). C) Pdf analysis of MRFS measurements from importin–nup interactions. Importin on the tip and 5-FxFG Nsp1 (left) or 10-FG Nup116 (center) on mica. Importin/5-FxFG Nsp1 complexes produced single-, double-, and triple-force unbinding events (arrows), whereas importin/10-FG Nup116 showed only single unbinding events. Homophilic 10-FG Nup116 interactions (right) showed multiple unbinding events and a broad force distribution.
Nup116 molecules showed one interaction with importin, and the 2-GLFG Nup116 showed two interactions (Figure 3A). Consequently, the force distributions resulted in one and two significant peaks for the interactions, respectively (Figure 3B). Their force quanta were comparable to the ones from homophilic nup FG interactions (Figure 3B). Lastly, the 5-FxFG Nsp1 molecule achieved three distinct binding events corresponding to single, double, and triple interactions; these were confirmed as separate peaks in the force pd distributions (Figure 3C, left). Hence, at least three FxFG repeats (or two GLFG repeats; see above) could be captured simultaneously by importin. Next we tested whether importin binds collapsed-coil FG domains, such as 10-FG Nup116, similarly to relaxed-coil FG domains. Surprisingly, importin captured only one of ten FG repeats simultaneously, as evident from a single maximum in the force pdf profile (Figure 3C, center). Only one of ten FG repeats in the collapsed-coil Nup116 FG domain appeared available for importin binding at any given moment. Hence, intramolecular FG repeat interactions in collapsed coil FG domains may dominate over interactions with importin, suggesting that importins are guided to follow paths between FG domain globules across the NPC, as proposed.[13,26] Variations in the loading rate (r) during MFRS experiments (Figure 3B and Figure S5) allowed an estimation of kinetic off-rate constants (k_{off}) and energy barrier distances (x_f) for the interactions (Table 1).[29,30] Interactions involving a single FG repeat binding to importin, or to another nup FG repeat, showed comparable off-rates with 4–5 dissociations per second or about 200 ms bond lifetimes (Table 1). This was forty-times slower than the recorded interaction time of importin with an NPC during transit (3–7 ms).[31] Hence, a particular mechanism like Ran-GTP triggered cargo dissociation from importin, environmental factors such as nup location, and local molecule density variations previously reported as “highway” effect must accelerate FG repeat dissociations.[32] In the latter, kap translocation occurs on different “lanes” depending on their concentration and, kap crowding is a key element in fast transport rates at the center of the pore.

The k_{off} and x_f values were comparable among the single interactions of importin with Nup116 and Nsp1 FG domains (Table 1), despite these nups featuring different types of FG motifs, AA composition, and categories of disordered structure (Figure S1). Hence, all interactions appeared dominated by the common phenylalanine in the FG repeats, and not by intervening AA sequences. This was unexpected for the homophilic interactions because amyloid-like bonds involving residues between FG motifs have been reported.[33] However, such interactions require minutes to hours of incubation to form,[34] clearly beyond the timescale explored here.

In conclusion, the force distributions and loading rate dependencies (Table 1) for single nup–nup and importin–nup interactions were energetically equivalent. This key finding supports the hypothesis that importins enter and diffuse across the NPC by substituting FG repeat interactions of nups with energetically equivalent importin–FG repeat interactions. In addition, the different interaction behavior of collapsed and extended coils with importin endorse the assumption of distinct pathways within the transport channel.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interactions</th>
<th>k_{off} [s^{-1}]</th>
<th>x_f [Å]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>homophilic 1-GLFG Nup116</td>
<td>5.41 ± 3.56</td>
<td>4.52 ± 1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>homophilic 2-GLFG Nup116</td>
<td>4.26 ± 5.86</td>
<td>3.36 ± 1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>importin with 1-GLFG Nup116</td>
<td>4.23 ± 1.79</td>
<td>3.39 ± 0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>importin with 2-GLFG Nup116</td>
<td>3.99 ± 2.18</td>
<td>4.05 ± 0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>importin with 10-FG Nup116</td>
<td>4.87 ± 1.01</td>
<td>1.14 ± 0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>importin with 5-FxFG Nsp1</td>
<td>5.81</td>
<td>1.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>